
#

96

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6021 285 4.88 1.68 34.63 9 1/2 32 7.52 4.57 110" 25

Good vs. Run, both against Zone and Drive. Vs. Drive, good get off and punch off the snap. Good UOH, strong hands,
and can work hands into the chest plate. Once hands are inside, uses good leverage and pad level to press, create
separation from OL, see ball carrier, and Rip. Good UOH when he isn’t able to Rip through, can counter, work hands
back to the inside, and use his strength to create penetration and hold ground while eating up blockers. Vs. Zone, good
get off and lateral movement off the snap. Good lateral quickness to beat OL across their faces, and use hands to
maintain positioning. Good UOH and play strength to work hands inside to establish positioning on OL while moving
laterally, along with using his lower leg strength to hold ground. Good COD and ability to get square quickly and take
on blocks, or to settle body and get skinny through the gap. Good pursuit down the LOS to both his right and left. Good
finishing and tackling ability when he gets to the ball carrier. 

NEGATIVES IN PASS GAME

Adequate pass rush ability, as he lacks counters when his initial rush is stunted. Adequate play speed and competitive
toughness, inconsistent throughout games. He would tend to throttle down as the game got late and his team was
down. Effort became spotty, and tended to be less effective in the 4th quarter rushing the passer and disengaging,

NEGATIVES IN RUN GAME

Adequate ability vs. Run when his play strength is matched, has a hard time countering, and tends to turn sideways
with his back to the LOS. He takes himself out of the play and makes it easy for OL to move him out of the gap.
Adequate play speed and competitive toughness, inconsistent throughout games. He would tend to throttle down as
the game got late and his team was down. Effort became spotty, and tended to be less effective in the 4th quarter.

BACKGROUND

5th year DL, who has started 22 of 56 games, including all 16 in 2019. He has been a versatile 
player within the DEN defense. He has been able to play within different alignments both as a 5-
Tech and 3-Tech. In Sub, he was able to kick outside and play DE, and could kick inside to a 3-
Tech when playing Base.

BODY TYPE / AA
Possesses good height, weight, even chest to leg ratio with good muscle build, long arms, and 
good hand size. Good athletic ability, with good foot quickness, lateral quickness, COD, agility, and 
acceleration.

Good acceleration/burst off the snap. Good pad level and UOH, works hands to chest plate, and gets under OL pad’s,
while using good play strength to press and Rip through OL. Good lower leg strength to stay engaged and bull rush OL.
Good lateral movement and COD to work twists/stunts. Good lateral quickness to get from one gap to another with
little wasted movement. Good acceleration coming out of stunt to get on OL quickly or to get in and out of gap. Good
foot quickness and ability to finish when both working one on one or stunts. Good body control and breakdown ability
once through the LOS, and is a good tackler in the backfield. Good mental awareness to understand when rush is
stunted and get hands up, and be disruptive at the LOS.

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Played

56
Games Started

22

POSITIVES IN RUN GAME

POSITIVES IN PASS GAME

SCHEME FIT

STRENGTHS Play Strength, Lateral Agility/Quickness, COD, UOH Vs. Run

INJURIES

DE, DT

3-4 DE when in Nickel and Sub Packages, and 4-3 DT when in base

2019: Right Ankle Sprain (No games missed) 2014-2018: No Injury Concerns, games missed 
early in career where based on him bouncing on and off of active rosters. 2016: Spent season on 
PS (Cowboys)

KEY STATS

EXPOSURES

WEAKNESSES

Illinois State University (ILST)

Games Won

Play Speed/Competitive Toughness-When losing late in Games/Season

PROJECTION
Starting DE/DT, who can fit as a 5-Tech in Sub along with his natural 3-Tech alignment in Base. 
He wins with play strength, COD, and lateral movements. Vs. Pass, he wins with play strength to 
create middle penetration, while also being able to disengage with a Rip move. He has good foot 
quickness to pursue once through the LOS. Vs. Run, he can use strength to create penetration vs 
Drive blocking, and use his lateral movement and COD to be effective vs. Zone, both to pursue and 
breakdown when to the ball carrier. He has been reliably healthy throughout his career.

2019: at GB 9/22, vs JAX 9/29, vs CLE 11/3, at HST 12/8, at KC 12/15

21
Winning %

38%
Positions Started

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

DL
DOB (Age)

8-11-91 (28)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Numbers show his ability to be a complete player vs. run and pass. They show that even when not 
getting sacks he is disruptive batting down passes. They also show his consistent work in terms 
of tackles and ability to be effective in the run game. 2019: 16 games played: 49 Tackles, 6.0 Sk, 8 
TFL, 6 QB Hits, 9 PD, 1 FF 2018: 16 games played: 39 Tackles, 1.5 Sk, 8 TFL, 7 QB Hits, 1 INT, 4 
PD 2017: 16 games played: 34 Tackles, 5.5 Sk, 7 TFL, 9 QB Hits, 3 PD 2016: N/A-Practice Squad 
(DAL) 2015: 7 games played: 12 Tackles, 1.0 Sk, 1 TFL, 2 QB Hits 2014: 1 game played: 2 Tackles
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